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Abstract: This article describes how theatrical pedagogy in children’s theater groups, analysis of influence of
Russian classical heritage, used in the methodology of educational process in aesthetic development of
children. The author cites specific examples from his own pedagogical practice organization of educational
programs through a reenactment of a staged work, Director-teacher in shaping children’s creativity and artistic
development. Article justified qualitative criteria for formation of personality of children of primary school age
by the example of children’s theatres, are part of the children’s Center of aesthetic development and acting as
Alexander Hochinskogo, whose team already twenty years successfully working on innovative programs to
educate young actors on the basis of the professional activity. Ten years, the Centre has initiated the
International Theatre Festival of discoveries and innovations among children’s amateur theatre companies
“Theatre Islet”. The author draws conclusions on the need to build in the creative work of theatre educators
on classic basics and folk traditions, which are the criteria of morality in the educational process of children
actively using them both in training and in setting the dramatic material. Article is a wide range of theatre, film
and children’s choirs-teachers of creative Theatre associations of primary school teachers, methodologists of
extracurricular work in organizing schools, methodologists of children’s cultural centers, as well as students’
creative skills challenge and College of art.
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INTRODUCTION what costumes and scenery, etc. and, if the Director of the

All practical work on staging the play with children proposal of decision of the play, then head of children’s
associated with a particular kind of activity. Theatre collective, you must enable children to work from

Activity is a set of actions, United by common scratch, that is, to present their creative process by
motives, motives. The result, which must be obtained by having a clear plan of action.
completing each step, is the goal. The purpose of The third – the Executive part of the action. This
children’s theatre collective performance. But don’t just directly points making the performance and rehearsal.
play in costumes and with the actors on stage. The goal The fourth – control a piece of the action. In theatre
is still painstaking work over the play, everyday workout she usually goes hand in hand with the third part of the
body, speech, thinking, and memory. And in this case the action but the decisive moment is defined by dress
process is decomposed into components. rehearsals and dry runs before the performance.

The first aim, that is a choice plays, choosing a All activities must be managed.  Lever  management
theme, what we want to tell the viewer that we are most of  children’s  theatre children’s team is the head
concerned. (Director-educator). And as the theme of our research is

 Second, you must determine the means and ways to the category of junior high school students, the teacher
achieve the goal: how are we going to put this should also take into account their psychological
performance, what techniques we will use in the images, characteristics of the transition from preschool to school.

adult theatre group comes to a rehearsal with a film
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So you need any training to build in the form of games, Carnival”, “Buying Oriental bazaar”, “Prepare for
always make the lesson elements of the plot. Such training birthday”, “Decorate the Christmas tree”, “The arrows of
easier and more attractive for children. At the same time, Robin Hood”, “Scout” and others help him break into the
based on the game, you need to bring the children to world of reality and historical facts. A very useful exercise
perform, requiring them to clear. Children should to monitor the animals. They are related to the type of
distinguish between gaming and training job, realize that homework exercises. Moreover, doing exercise, children
the job needs to be done regardless of their own desires. do not have to explain who they show. Of adequacy are

The other option of joint activities to help children all members of the Studio show.
understand how to ran jobs, is that some have, and more Communication between the children is the original
in control of its execution. These exercises teach children school of social relations. Introduction to the training
to justice, to the ability to properly evaluate the work of program game moments capture the child, forcing it deep
others to choose from all the options the most faithful. to relive those feelings that should be portrayed their
These discussions led to the interaction of children with characters plays – sympathy, empathy, respect, etc. from
each other, to communicate, to make them respect the the qualities of the teacher depends-whether children are
case and thought peer, use to create another human capable of empathy, compassion and generosity. All this
being. These exercises develop thinking children, promote can be realized fully only if the pedagogical tact, respect
the proper expression of their point of view. Of course, and trust. “The most important condition for lessons in
control the teacher plays a crucial role, otherwise difficult pedagogy – the love for the student…devotion shared
to orientate themselves in the children’s environment, you common goals and objectives” [2].
should be able to gently push them to the correct address, To practice acting is competitive in nature and here
while respecting their identity and independence of need special pedagogic vigilance, since such situations
thought. may cause envy, malevolence, bragging.

Socializing children in the children’s theater company Emotionally-positive attitude to itself, the underlying
is, first of all, introduction in practical interaction structure of the identity of each normally developing
regarding the establishment of the performance. The need children, directs him to claim represent ethical standard.
for such work results in the need to communicate. In this Private emotional interest to be worthy of respect of
type of communication occurs on a verbal level, when is others, leads to an understanding of the need to comply
discussion and allocation of roles, and then on the with the requirements and the positive moral standard.
affective level when is working directly over the images. And when those needs are determined in the personal
Any communication is carried out using funds – the meaning, a child appears as heck. From personal
language and communication controls are emotions and responsibility goes to the collective that is so necessary
feelings. in the upbringing of children in the theater collective.

Children need to instill that actor, first of all, an A distinctive feature of the creative process in
intelligent person who can listen and speak correctly that aesthetic education of the children of St. Petersburg and
without high ethical conduct is impossible to achieve the Leningrad region is the permanent treatment of
excellence. teachers to topics in citizenship and patriotism. This is

Famous Director Jerzy Grotovskiy said that theatre quite natural, because, according to English historian
can exist without makeup and costume, without light and Michael Jones “in symphonies and explosions live
sound, but without the actor in the theater no live Madonna greatest art” [3]. In January of each year, all
communication, therefore, to the personality of the actor children’s creative teams of preparing performances and
have special requirements [1]. literary evenings devoted to breakthrough and the lifting

 In the first year of training children in theatrical of the embargo. For many years the children’s library at
Studios “Children’s Center of aesthetic development and the town of Sestroretsk, Leningrad region conducts a
acting” named A. Hochinskogo of the city of St. poetic Festival “To remember!”, which is attended by
Petersburg  teachers   accounted   for  throughout  the many children’s theater groups.
first quarter of the school year to devote to training Founder of the Chamber theater A. Tairov your time
exercises  and   Etudes   for  communication.  Actually, by defining the task of the pedagogical process, saying:
this  work   occupies   the   entire   educational  process. “… the best would be to open a school for children 7 – 8
In communicating with children develops powers of years and produce a new actor”. Here’s the challenge in
observation. Such exercises – Etudes as “We play 1994,  honored  artist of Russia Alexander Hochinskiy and
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was founded in Saint-Petersburg city children’s Center of mittens or that you represent, when talking about the
aesthetic development and acting technique, which later door. If the child finds it difficult when doing exercises
became worn it name. when his imagination is idle, the teacher needs to come to

The overall objective of the course of aesthetic the rescue, ask questions, stir the imagination, get to see
education is so lay the foundations for a culture of what he says. With particular interest the children are
children, give the aesthetic and ethical views about reality involved in gang activity, when one student begins the
and about art, to make maximum use of the experience of story on a given topic (the activity “old tale in a new
students. In the lower grades of education must not be way”), the second, repeating the words first, adds a story
professional in nature. Methodological approach must proposal and so on. In this exercise, the teacher should
come from open emotionality, child’s physiological and ensure that  fantasy  never   left  students  from  reality.
psychological predisposition to be game, the introduction On the system of exercises is complicated.
and transformation, that is, to the ancient. In the work When performing exercises on attention to children
with the students in junior Director-teacher is based on are dealt cards,  reproductions  of  Russian  painting.
their ability to generate random situations and yourself  in After careful consideration of postcards, discuss their
them, gaming freedom and sociability that entails a plots and a small historical excursus disciples to memory
number of improvised games and exercises, which are to tell what they saw. Next on the card is the activity
essentially collective nature. French actor  and  Director “draw”, that is, students make up the Tableau, expressing
J.-L. Barro stressed: “Theatre game is physical exercise, the emotional state of the characters in freeze frame mode.
designed to show that right and that it was unfair that Here the teacher it is important to avoid unnecessary
sustains life and it shatters. thinking about an, and affectations, and to direct

Regardless of the age of the students in any theater precision.
company excellence actor teaching methodology includes: To focus it’s mechanical, students perform the
the work of actor over himself and the work of the actor following exercise: each of them stand out pieces of
on the role. You cannot go on stage just because there are colored squares that need to be factored in the color
language, two hands, and two feet, you cannot carry the spectrum, but you have to tell the story of favorite fairy
raw materials into art. tales or animated film. Or by selecting the classes familiar

Sometimes the most simple Etudes-surveillance to children, and to invite them to describe what changes
proposed by the teacher, the children of confusion: have occurred to the subject for the last time.
describe the behavior of each other; tell what is seen on Everyone understands how important it is to know
the way to school. But gradually the children became how to move silently and disclosed. Such exercises as
accustomed to this exercise and have already tried to “flies do not awake the sleeping rhinoceros”, “go past the
notice the unusual in the usual  environment.  Every day evil sleeping dogs”, “Hush” and other mice are good
in lessons teachers conduct exercises: voice combined training. The task of the teacher to the full seriousness of
with exercises on attention and thinking, the possession the exercises. Such exercises are good natural child
of the body, muscle and vision. When working with improvisation and naivety.
children in the lover grades, be aware that children in the To cultivate respect for the word creative educator
classroom is not tired and did not lose interest in learning. must constantly in their communication  with  children.
You can allow them to run, but putting their task: catch up For example, bring on a bunch of different colors, putting
mice, but will run around like a cat and mouse game. it in a prominent place to the children. Then after reading

The pupil should be taught to act expediently, them a few smaller excerpts of works M. M. Prishvin, P. P.
reasonably and efficiently. Given assignment: explore the Bazhov or other writers-naturalists, offer a very difficult
premise but not the goal. Then put a purpose: in this room task: what flower by its smell with an associated and why.
we will arrange an exhibition of our drawings. Proposals Literary training can increase the detection of “beautiful”
more than the students. Or an exercise on purpose (“gentle”, “good”, “fluffy”, etc.), the words in the
“wanting”. The task-force: in the closet is the jam, I want passage, as a rule, this is an exercise carried out through
to give it a try, but the Cabinet is closed. Fantasy and poetic material.
imagination to work instantly and effectively. Teacher, it Music has always been characteristic of children’s
is important for children to send a solution unnoticed in nature. Therefore, exercises for musical associations that
really the right direction. For example, the disciples to task use classical music seasons P. I. Tchaikovsky, “Carnival”
on ofantazirovanie several subjects: a desk - book – R.  Schumann,  “Carnival  of  the animals” by Saint-Saens,
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piano baby plays B. Milich or orchestral treatment of Developing course of stage speech for program
Russian folk songs help your child master the sense of development, teachers Center aesthetic named
rhythm and coordination of movements. Hochinskogo above all take into account the poetic

Tempo- rhythm is a very important quality  for an trainings based on the poetry of Alexander Pushkin, a
actor. Such exercises children-perform with great pleasure. special lightness and beauty of verse which still amazes
Breakfast topic: evening, silence, smell the flowers. his contemporaries. From treatment to the works of
Suddenly lights up the nearly house. This situation must famous pushkinovedov and literary critics have formed
be as. There are a number of exercises to perform rhythmic many of the author’s voice training. In particular, the
figures: “horses run on watering-watering –band of training “the Concordance” [6], which is based on the
horses rushes in the steppe” (simulation work fingers on dictionary of rhymes, compiled by Pushkin Thomas Shaw,
a film surface), “drums” (rattle heard classical melodies), Professor at the University of Wisconsin. The use of
“sounding” (pronunciation of the text and plastic exercise stage speech classes such research expands the range of
for the hands), for such exercises are used the poems of children’s thinking, increases vocabulary, helps navigate
A. Pushkin, F. Tyutchev, A. Fet, M. Lermontov, E. the standard speech revs, develops the imagination and
Moshkovskay, S. Marshak, K. Chukovskiy, Agnia Barto the imagination.
and others. During the course of the aesthetic development of

When working with children primary school age the child acquires certain skills and his consciousness is
teachers initially not actively use professional formed on a new quality – he becomes the creator and
terminology, but introduce it gradually and unobtrusively, artist. It also acquires a new quality, and allows the
because later on, already at work on the performance teacher to proceed directly to the production process
required. running.

The similarities of the game and the theatre is on the Scheduling regular production process, teachers of
surface. But the instinct of theatre lies in the very nature drama the Center named A. Hochinskogo, first of all,
of children’s psyche and life, in the games thirst, muscle define the methods and techniques of constructing before
relaxation. Aesthetic development program “Children’s setting process. Lessons in the Museum become a
Center” named Hochinskogo does not randomly mandatory part of the work on the development of the
accentuated the dramaturgy of moments, so as to develop junior high school students have a perception of art.
effective components connected directly with vocational Performing monitoring tasks – theatrical sketches allow
training. The kid with the game and the game more easily you to “read” a person’s behavior, his actions, postures,
learns and perceives the world around him. Therefore, a gestures, etc. And specific for many years such teachers
leading teaching principle is the aesthetic education with conduct classes visiting with students of the Summer
elements of professionalization. From the earliest days of Garden. Forging educational and pedagogical process, be
the game is conducted in parallel with the theatrical game, aware that scholarship and erudition in assigning
as the primary form of education and training. Learning is students a drama material has an important role, so
purposeful   mental  activity,  even  if  it  passes  in  the therefore you need advanced history associated with
fun games. But every game should end with the  result. future production.
An outstanding psychologist L. S. Vygotsky has proved Only starting work on performance, teacher dares
that the imagination of children is directed and is not reveal secrets of professional acting. You should carefully
unconscious, that was in the name of law psychology real acquaint children with riddles, concepts of theatre roles,
sense of imagination [4]. reveal the direction the child: what should be the theatre

Questions of aesthetic education of children today that it obtained an understanding in simple terms the
are particularly important, given the current social nature of theatre. Then gradually go to the direct
aspects, since they are closely linked not only  with  the execution of the actor’s technique-imagination and
relevant issues of pedagogy, psychology and other attention, atmosphere and individual feelings,
related sciences, as well as common problems and partial psychological gesture, translate the image and specificity,
methods in education and upbringing, but above all will the composition of the play [7].
with the acute lack of ideology, culture and morality [5]. In St. Petersburg the methodology used,

The Foundation for the development of all human unfortunately, not all teachers of children’s theatre
abilities is laid in early childhood. It is enough to point companies. It is, as rule, theatrical circles and Studio
out that the aesthetic education affecting the formation of where there are so-called “staff turnover”. But children’s
speech. As it is known, is the material basis of thinking. groups  with  strong  traditions  and  a   strong  line-up of
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young actors, applying such methods, achieve good It is the process of creating the play gives the
results from such directors as teachers honored artist of opportunity to young actors get in touch with a whole
Russia T. Bedova, A.P. Nail, A.S. Nail, A. Gevondov, L. range of aesthetic values of history and traditions,
Geroeva, N. Ikonnikova, E. Petrunina, B. Sokolov. contributing to the emergence of aesthetic feelings that

A. N. Ostrovsky wrote: “If you take away the young shape artistic interests. Statement of academic
graceful pleasure as for her elation, it will get involved in performance carries the dual function of the educational
and admire on another occasion: a delight for young process and does not supersede the logic works on the
persons. There are good reasons for hobbies – You Tube professional theater. The same performance in a children’s
is fascinated; There’s no good, she likes, than have to” theater group leads to moral socialization and the moral
[8]. perfection of man.

 The first half of this school year at the Theatre- The famous Russian thinker the V. Klyuchevsky
Studio “Globus” of Center named A. Hochinskogo was noted, “newly grown soil cannot be directly sow ideas
specified for the staging of musical and poetic play that you can continue to work, through which the Russian
“Russia proper” sons. Drama show formed the classical moral customs and concepts would be adapted to the
works of poets of eyewitnesses to the Patriotic War of ideas that must be the generated procedure order of
1812: a poem by V. Zhukovsky “Singer in the camp of Russian life. This process led to the need for careful
Russian warriors”; verses by F. Glinka “A good soldier, scrutiny of Russian reality, as its source, that is her past”
what is wrong with you?” and “Soldier’s song”; [10].
D.Davydov “Partizan”; M. Lermontov “Borodino”; fable
I. Krylov “Wolf on the kennel”. REFERENCES
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